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Carpet production in India is an age-old and well-established industry predominantly in 

the cottage sector. India’s handmade carpets enjoy a worldwide reputation. Owing to 

export-led growth, the labour intensive carpet industry in India has emerged not only as 

major foreign exchange earner, but also as an important provider of employment. 

However, the growth and expansion of the industry have been marred by widespread 

reports in the media in and outside the country about the exploitation of child labour, 

including bonded labour. As a result, the image of the carpet industry, and consequently 

exports, has suffered. To counter this, several measures have been initiated to tackle the 

problem of child labour in carpet production. Social labelling was one such initiative 

introduced in the 1990s. 

Indian rug is renowned overall for its superior quality and surface. India controls just 

about 40 rates of overall product volume. US are the biggest merchant of rug from India 

in earlier years. Bhadohi district of Uttar Pradesh is popular for Woolen floor covering in 

India and outside India. The floor covering made here are essentially trade driven. This 

belt is popular from the time of Akbar system. The Persian plan is the essential 

fascination of the floor covering made here. The weavers are particularly gifted to give 

the imaginative type of the plan with their hands to the rug. Yet, being the lower part of 

pyramid they get totally portion of benefit the finance managers and exporter 

organization make. They are taken advantage of by the mediator in each regard. The 

wages they get are less to such an extent that it makes them to pass on the gig and change 

to other manual positions. In the event that a social venture or helpful society could be 

arrangement them they could get the equity of being paid for what the work they do.  
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Introduction 

The floor covering winding around had been begun way lengthy back in sixteenth 100 

years in Mughal period. In current situation India is the biggest maker and exporter of 

floor covering on the planet in term of both volume and worth. Around 70% of rug 

fabricated in India is traded. India is well known in worldwide market for its astounding 

plan particularly Persian plan. India has spearheaded as biggest exporter of handcrafted 

rugs. Hand-tied woolen floor coverings, tufted woolen rugs, chain line mats, 

unadulterated silk floor coverings, manufactured floor coverings, high quality woolen 

durries are a portion of the requesting items in the European and American market. 

Commodities of handcrafted cover were 558.14 million USD in April July 20171 [1]. 

India without any help controls 40% of commodity around the world. Indian rug has 

market access in 73 countries2 and US being the biggest [2]. The floor covering send out 
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advancement chamber is the pinnacle group of exporters of the handcrafted cover. The 

gathering help concerning tracking down new market, renegotiating action, overall 

occasions investment, organizes global purchaser merchant meets and settling exchange 

questions. Right now Rajasthan, Kashmir, Punjab, Uttar Pradesh, Andhra Pradesh and 

Himachal Pradesh are the significant states wherein cover industry is thrived. The rug 

business has an enormous development potential yet lack of innovation, out dated 

technology was considered as devil factors to prohibit growth. To facilitate innovation 

and technology upgrade, Ministry of Textiles, Government of India set up the Indian 

Institute of carpet technology in Bhadohi, Uttar Pradesh in the year of 2001. It was first 

of its kind in Asia to develop human resource for the up gradation of the carpet industry 

in India. It has both national and international collaboration. 

Indian Carpet Industry 

History of rug in India3 Presence of floor coverings could be followed into 500 B.C. in 

Indian subcontinents. We can observe the notice of floor covering and mats in middle age 

Indian writing [1].Babur came to India and missed the Persian rug to an extreme. 

Consequently, Akbar presented Persian plan cover winding in India in 1580 A.D. in Agra 

castle. Mughal rugs were pretty much as dark as their miniatures and generally portrayed 

court life, creatures and flower adornments. Mughal rugs were brilliantly hued and the 

hand hitched silk floor coverings had 4224 bunches for each square inch. In any case, the 

pie cover was predominant in that time. All along, fleece or silk was the great material for 

cover winding around. Fleece cover has an enhanced beginning yet the silk hitches are 

utilized in Kashmir district. The examples of Indian rugs fluctuated from plants and 

botanical examples, creature and bird figures and mathematical and calligraphic 

examples. Carpets from Akbar's rule began utilizing cotton wrap and fleece heap and a 

variety conspire comprised of various shades of blues, greens and different tones on a red 

or peach base. The examples were only reproduction of Persian style and tweaked for 

Indian culture and tastes. During Jahangir's rule (1605-27) were more glorious. 

Utilization of silk and pashmina allowed more number of bunches coming about closer 

surface. These examples prompted more scaled down compositions. Unobtrusive degrees 

and shades with yarns were themselves artistic. The examples of these rugs were an 

impression of composition works of art. From this time, the Indian rug showed in fact 

refined desire for plan and development. He covers had looking over plants, blooming 

plants, and more naturalistic creatures in pictorial or generally speaking example. During 

Shahjahan's decision (1628-58) the Indian floor covering had accomplished new levels. 

2000 bunches for each square inch was presented utilizing silk yarns. Smooth like surface 

was accomplished utilizing silk or pashmina heaps. Yarn concealing was essentially as 

smart as in Jahangir's rule. Blossom configuration was predominant in this time. Yarn 

concealing was all around as up-to-date as in Jahangir's rule. During this time, Chinese 

and European examples additionally affected the Indian rug. Calligraphy affected the rug 

create as it did different specialties in India. In 1958 there were 14 processing plants with 

350 weavers 80 house units with 400 looms. According to a study in India, there were 

around 3500 floor covering weavers in 1974.By the finish of eighties their absolute 

number came to around 48000 individuals [4].Types of carpet in India 
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Synthetic carpets: These carpets are made up of synthetic fibres. It delivers superior 

strength when compared to natural fibre carpets. It has a wide application in military, 

industry and horticultures. Synthetic carpets are not human health friendly. 

Pure silk carpets: Made up of completely from silk and captures a great human 

imagination.In most carpet belts, manufacturing and weaving silk carpets is a family 

business where the secrets and techniques are transferred from one generation to the 

following ones.  

Woollen carpet: These rugs are overwhelmingly delivered in the Bhadohi-Mirzapur 

locales of Uttar Pradesh. This sort of rug utilizes native and novel practice of different 

ancestral examples, which are extremely classical and exquisite in plan. These rugs are 

costliest in the market with correlation with any remaining accessible in India. It is 

accepted that it's for the most part made of 25% cotton and 75% fleece however genuine 

arrangement is as yet unclear. 

Tufted woollen carpets: These types of carpets are made by both hand and machine. 

These types of rugs can be produced easily and inexpensively. It has more colour variety 

and patterns. It is the best-looking carpet in market. It contributes more to the export 

volumes. 

Handmade woollen durries: These types of carpet are made up of the finest wool 

resulting look better and beautiful. These carpets can be weaved only by some specific 

communities living in the inlands of India. These carpets are custom made according to 

the required design and quality of the clients.  

Wool chain stitch rugs: These rugs are made by loosely twisting the yarn on cotton or 

linen based materials. These types of rugs are very famous and are placed at most of the 

museum and exhibition around the world. Rotating from the centre, the rows of this type 

of rugs create solid and stylish patterns making a clear embossed feeling to add different 

textures. 

Hand-knotted woollen carpets: Well-liked for its elegant style and unique 

craftsmanship, these types of carpets are adored all around the world. There are many 

carpet manufacturers who offer customized carpets for clients as they require. 

Production process 

The production follows these following steps. 

Designing: It’s the first step toward a beautiful and elegant looking carpet. It’s little bit 

high paying job as compare other labor-intensive job in this industry. The designer is 

called nakshakar. The nakshakar expresses his imagination in a hard paper sheet or cloth 

piece. The weaver will follow the design to weave. 

Dyeing: The dyeing of wool is a delicate process which varies according to the dyestuff 

used and the colour desired. Commercially this process is directed by a master dyer, who 

is highly skilled and respected craftsman in a profession that demands accuracy as well as 
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skill. This process is accomplished in hot chamber for even dyeing of wools. And then 

the wools are dried in open space under the sun. 

Process of weaving: The weaver then gets the mixed up and cross puzzled wool bundle 

measured in kilogram from a contractor. Then they employ themselves or women or 

children of the family to open them up to proper threads of desired thickness and strands. 

Then they weave the carpet using the kath arrangement.  

Washing: After the weaving process is completed the contractor takes the carpet back 

again measured in kilogram. Then the carpet is being washed thoroughly to wash out the 

dusts and extra cotton and wool micro-particles. 

Finishing and packaging: Then the carpet is further subjected to inspection for texture 

and colour evenness of design. After they do some manual adjustment it proceeds for 

packing and shipping. 

Conclusion: 

Since there is an extremely low interest for cover in India because of which workers have 

quit working. There are a few explanations behind the workers to forestall making rugs 

one of them is that the wages are extremely low and besides they have no market abilities 

to further develop their business [4]. As making rugs was begun from India, there ought 

to be finished consideration and center given to the floor covering industry. Various types 

of organizations must be made where the understudies could be instructed and given 

information about the carpetsand this will get work for a long time India. On the off 

chance that appropriate abilities are given to the ground level workers, it will update a 

superior pay and bring a superior vocation for them. 
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